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The Art of Marketing Beyond our Borders: an interview with the OTR Editor
On the Road

city”; that’s what we are.

background, like me. They said to him “go get business” - meaning smoke stacks. He looked around
and saw one winery, a couple cheese shops, a

they should be able to read most of it, with some

these are good bones”.
This guy proceeded to market the story, and
perhaps exaggerated the reality. Now look at PEC
- you can hire wine and cheese biking tours and go
glamour-camping.
The beauty of the PEC story is that it demonstrates
tryside - and

DT:

paying businesses. I don’t want people to pick up

tax. The people that come and spend money, and

The work is done and paid for - why not get more

of tourism.

space, forests, farms, and fresh air; why should we
compete with them in an urban game of chasing

business community.

resources.

DT:

ness owners - especially those in the countryside
- it is clear that the bulk of their customers are not
around us. This is especially true for farmers, mar-

DT:
to Kennedy, Highway 7 to Elgin Mills. This area has

-

DT: Not really, but there were challenges. Chinese

With short seasons and a dependency on good
weather, light customer loads won’t keep their
The Chinese Canadians in these two wards are the
it.
If you ask Applewood, Timber Creek or Treetop
Trekking about their customer base - they will say

products - including foods and wines - and most

Aurora and beyond. They will tell you that their

a pleasure to work with graphically. An unexpected
- as a long, meaningless
name, which is not good posture in many cultures.
Chinese market, the characters of a name should

segment of these are Chinese Canadians.
product.
ness community to outsiders that are nearby, and
target the fastest growing audience that is already

light.

periences, local wineries, forest walks, children’s

, that sounds similar to its Western name,

should be in the target’s primary language; in this
case, Chinese. This will make it stand out. Don’t get

DT:

-

-

I am told that the Chinese name for Markham
translates to “thousands of splendid prospects”.
that has meaning and sounds similar to its English
name.

DT:
It appears that mainland Chinese and the people of
-

“

” which sounds similar to Whitchurchcessful Town of many blessings and good fortune”.
created the name and translated this issue for us.
Perhaps we should get Council to adopt it one day;

